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Dreams untold is the serie title of my sonic fan story's.
Here I'd like to discribe some of the factions named and used in the story's.
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1 - Factions

Freedom Fighters:
 
The name says it, this is an organisation in Aluva village to uphald freedom and piece. Opposed highly
against Tormeant
 
Main charecters:
Lexus: Grandson of Aluva village's chieftain he holds a high standard in this faction
Calib: one of the higher ups so to say.
Blix: head of a small 3 man team he is also one of the main mechanics.
Zara: Part of Blix's 3 man team
Zero: Part of blix's 2 man team
Racco jr: trainee, to much compared to his father this young boy try's to prove himself
Nexus: sometimes joining when he is off study's (see Offsent for more detail)
Xia: sometimes joining when she is off study's (see Offsent for more detail)
 
Tormeant:
 
Earned the name by things they do this group has members with an own will. to organized to be simple
bandits yet to "relaxed" to be an organized criminal group. tough this group doesnt fit in a square it still is
a group to be kept in mind
 
Main charecters:
Trush: He has taken the role of leader upon him, he makes sure the group stays together at the cost of
his chalenging requests
Tsuna: rambunctious yet loyal to trush she is one of the main figures to fullfill the job
Xix: second to Trush xix sure knows how to stay off the secene yet get things done his way
Tirinay: his magic serves as a mass destruction tool to the group
 
Eternal
 
Eternal earned its name by the one who this group all goes around. Eraiya's blessings and love are said
to be eternal. Eternal is allied to the Freedom fighters but they mostly stay hidden in Eraiya's safe and
warm home.
 
main charecters
Eraiya: off course acepting any one has made her loved by many, her home is always open for those in
need. and Those that stayed have become her good friends
 
Toru: with his bandit past he seems odd in a peace loving group. he doesnt care about any one els but
Eraiya and he is happy to show it.
 
Iluna: silent and absent minded she seems to feel in debt to Eraiya. She tends to stay in her room and



only come out when Eraiya needs her
 
Celia: tough a child she sees Eraiya and calls her her aunt even if they donot share such blood. Celia is
a young pyro magician in the making and with Eraiya's guidance seems to become a promising one.
 
Offsent
 
Offsent is what they call themselves, a group of young and middle aged that sometimes come by as a
break from a secret accademie they attend to.
 
main characters
Nexus: assist shadow necromancer in the making
Xia: both offensive and defensive wind caller, and the ability to call up ghost cats make her even in
training a tough lil girl.
 
Athos
 
Athos is a hidden dark organisation where not many know of or who is a member. Eraiya seems to be
quit cautious when this organisation comes to words.
 
main characters
 
Sheeba: Also known as bandit queen Sheeba

Palacide
 
This faction is a small time issue as most of its members have deseased or are to old to be in action.
tough this groups action still has its remains left over.
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